FLORIDA ATHLETE’S
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
10/6/18

Attendance: Elizabeth Richardson, Ryan Gibbons, Amber Ewald, Maria Zambito, Scott Showalter, Ryan Staunch, Chloe Grimme, Kirk Klemm, Sophia Hasara, Antonio Medina, Georgia Bates, Gabby Donahue

Meeting Began 10:02 AM

Elizabeth and Ryan opened with thanking athletes for coming to meetings this weekend. Gave a summary of what was going to happen at HOD on Sunday.

Asked if any athletes had to report what they’ve done since being elected and none reported.

Discussed the Championship meet bids and the pros and cons of each pool hosting the meets.

Discussed the proposal of banning 12 and under tech suits starting immediately. Agreed with the proposal besides the fact of it starting immediately.

Reminded athletes to keep a look out for our new Instagram page once it passed through BOD.

Discussed the proposed North/South FLAGS and got athletes opinions on it. Antonio Medina spoke a bit on the main reason for the 2 meets.

Ryan Gibbons went over the winter championship meet proposal and got feedback from athletes.

Term lengths of athletes explained, and Ryan and Elizabeth will be changing the wording in our FLAEC manual. Athletes strongly encouraged to speak up in HOD meeting and to talk to chair of their committee about what they can do.

Meeting adjourned 11:06 AM